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Abstract: Almost half of the world’s population is living without access to sanitation services that
are safe, reliable, and minimize public health risk of human waste exposure. Modern flush-based
sanitation networks are unsustainable: substantial resources, namely water and fuel, are required to
bring human waste to centralized treatment facilities. Moving toward sustainable sanitation requires
the implementation of innovative renewable energy technologies for stabilization and disinfection of
waste, at the local or household scale, where minimal inputs of water, electricity or chemicals are
required. A novel solar thermal disinfection toilet prototype has been constructed and is assessed for
overall solar to receiver efficiency in treating waste without electrical, chemical, or water inputs from
municipal supply. The measured solar to receiver efficiency is 28%, incorporating the capturing and
concentration of sunlight and transmission of the energy to the receiver. For a typical sunny day, the
current system can achieve thermal treatment of 0.8 kg human waste in roughly 100 min. The novel
toilet is available for any location in the world with sufficient sunlight and irradiance data, and is
scalable by adding solar collectors for sizes from single dwellings to communities.

Keywords: sanitation; solar thermal; fiber optics; disinfection; human waste

1. Introduction

Today, 4.2 billion people, or roughly 55% of the world’s population, lack access to safely
managed sanitation services defined as systems which safely manage human excreta from
containment to eventual disposal or reuse [1,2]. A majority of these people live in Eastern
and Southern Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean. Climate refugee
and homeless camps, and COVID-19 infections [3–5] are on the rise globally. A lack of safe
sanitation leads to risk of infection, disease, environmental damage, as well as secondary
impacts such as malnutrition, anxiety, adverse birth outcomes, antimicrobial resistance, and
decreased economic productivity. Urban centers will face growing challenges of demand
for water and sanitation services and rural communities must address the service gap
experienced by people in those areas. For nations with populations that lack sanitation,
the implementation of a sanitation system can require significant behavioral changes, high
demands on water resources, as well as untenable costs to individual households. Novel
alternatives to conventional sanitation that will allow access to improved sanitation for both
urban and rural populations can make a significant impact on health and the environment.

Appeals to the environmental engineering community at-large for alternatives to
flush-based sanitation systems have been made as early as 1971 [6]. As more people
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connect to public sewer networks, improvements in health, environmental or economic
outcomes for low- and middle-income nations are not likely to bear fruit if sewage is
not treated before flowing out of the sewers and back into local water resources [7]. It
has been estimated that more than 70% of fecal waste generated each year in low- and
middle-income cities is released to the environment without adequate treatment [8–10].
As regions become more developed and exert higher demand on their resources, flush-
based sanitation networks are not a sensible solution due to the high cost of sewage
treatment [11]. Many alternative sanitation technologies have been developed as off-the-
grid waste treatment processes with varying degrees of success regarding adoption of
alternative technologies [12]. Recovering resources from waste is becoming increasingly
attractive globally, for low- [13] and high-income [14] countries alike that face mounting
pressure to accommodate growing populations that produce growing amounts of waste
with limited energy, water, and land resources [15].

A novel Sol-Char prototype sanitation toilet system is described and quantified. It
is used to disinfect human waste by utilizing renewable solar energy and, under certain
conditions, can pyrolyze the waste to form biochar [16–19]. A schematic of the Sol-Char
disinfection system is shown in Figure 1 with a photograph shown in Figure S1. It con
sists of (1) reflective parabolic solar concentrators, (2) optical fiber bundles for transmit-
ting concentrated sunlight for heating, (3) a squat-plate toilet, and (4) an insulated solar
thermal receiver. Concentrated solar power (CSP) is generated by eight reflective parabolic
concentrators that are coupled to fused silica or borosilicate optical fiber bundles. These
bundles carry the concentrated solar power to the outer diameter of the feces pyrolysis
receiver, made from stainless steel. Optical fibers are ubiquitous around the world and are
used as waveguides for low-flux, low-power data transmission and communication [20].
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Figure 1. Schematic of solar thermal disinfection system (not drawn to scale).

The concept of solar concentrators using fiber optics for delivery of sunlight [21] was
first proposed over forty years ago [22]; however, the successful demonstration of this
approach was only made possible after the development of improved fiber optic technology
for communications. The growth in the use of fiber optics for a number of applications
outside of solar, enabled by glass fibers of sufficient purity and low enough cost, has
spurred their use in solar thermal systems [23–29], solar lighting [30–32], photovoltaics [33]
and photoreactors [34,35]. The opportunity for using fiber optics for solar thermal power
is enormous as it would safely allow bringing concentrated solar indoors for domestic
applications such as heating the underside of a cook plate and heating a water tank, in
addition to this current application of disinfecting feces. Of course, such uses are dependent
on lower cost fibers with efficient transmission and on the ability to efficiently couple
concentrated solar energy to the fiber inlet. Kribus [26] directly assessed the challenges of
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fiber optic cost that will likely limit fiber optic systems to small scale. Such demonstrations
have been very encouraging and show the potential for both good performance and
achievement of high temperature [36]. Nakamura and Senior demonstrated the use of
optical fibers supplying concentrated solar power from parabolic reflectors to a high-
temperature receiver [37].

2. Materials and Methods

The Sol-Char sanitation system (Figure S1) includes multiple concentrators on a single
tracked platform with multiple fiber optic bundles delivering concentrated sunlight to a
stationary receiver. A flat turning mirror is added in front of the nominal focal point of
each parabolic concentrator to redirect the beam back down the optical axis and to simplify,
and shorten, the fiber optic bundle routing. A quartz homogenizing rod with polished
ends was used to reduce the peak flux on the fiber bundle entrance. This also served to
slightly shorten the bundle length at the expense of two additional surfaces for Fresnel
reflection. The fiber bundles are attached at the back of the parabolic concentrator and
routed to the receiver. The length of each bundle is sufficient to account for daily azimuthal
tracking of the concentrator array and distance to the treatment system.

Here, the concentrator design, methods for solar thermal to fiber optics coupling,
transmission through different types of fibers, flux distribution, power measurements,
measured efficiency throughout the network, and a simplified model for the receiver are
described. Delivery of concentrated solar radiation via fiber optic bundles offers design
flexibility for small systems by allowing the receiver to be located away from the focal
point of the concentrator. This project demonstrated the ability to focus sunlight from
small-diameter parabolic dishes onto relatively large diameter fiber bundles and deliver
that sunlight into a stationary receiver. Both fused silica and borosilicate fiber bundles were
tested. The energy requirements for this process drove the small-scale design.

2.1. Concentrators

The solar concentrators were designed to provide enough heat to the receiver
(3750 kJ/day) such that the feces from 4 to 8 people (0.2–0.4 kg waste per person per
day) were dried, disinfected and potentially pyrolyzed in the daylight hours of a typical
sunny day. Assuming operation of the system for 4 h per day at direct normal irradiance
(DNI) of 800 W/m2, the instantaneous power delivered is approximately 1120 W. The
parabolic solar concentrators, shown in detail in Figure 2, are 600 mm diameter dishes with
each focusing sunlight to small 12 mm diameter fiber bundles; the fiber bundle entrance
is located roughly 690 mm from the dish surface. The concentrator system is shown on
the sun in Figure 2a. Some imperfections in the 3M film application process can be seen,
particularly around the edge of the concentrators. A Kipp & Zonen CH1 pyrheliometer
and a shadow tracking sensor can be seen at the top. A detailed view of the parabolic solar
concentrators actively on-sun is shown in Figure 2b.

Optical fibers are used to safely bring concentrated solar energy from the solar con-
centrators to the solar thermal treatment receiver. Silica and borosilicate fibers were fused
at both ends to maximize the optical surface for concentrated solar power to enter the
fiber bundle. A detailed view of the fused end on one of the borosilicate fibers used in the
Sol-Char prototype is shown in Figure 3. A zoomed-in view of the fiber packing is also
shown. These fibers were chosen due to their survivability to exposure of very high fluxes
of concentrated sunlight.

The initial step in the design was to estimate the efficiency of delivering the sunlight
to the reactor. Reasonable estimates were generated based on engineering experience
(Table S1). An overall efficiency of sunlight to delivered power was estimated to be 0.43. A
concentrator area of 3.3 m2 (2.0 m diameter) at that efficiency would be needed to supply
~1120 W. This is not unreasonable for a small-scale system, but probably too large for a
single concentrator with a single fiber optic bundle. To complete the initial design, more
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practical dimensions for a multiple concentrator system with realizable fiber bundle sizes
were assumed.
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A large number of design parameters must be considered to generate a more detailed
design for the concentrator and its components. With the use of fiber optics, a critical
consideration is the numerical aperture (NA) of the fiber. In theory, Total Internal Reflection
(TIR) within the fiber is achieved for a clad fiber with air at the entrance end at an angle (ϕ)
defined by:

sinϕ = NA = (n1
2 − n2

2)
1
2 (1)

where n1 = index of refraction of the fiber core, n2 = index of the cladding, andϕ = maximum
incidence angle for TIR at the fiber entrance.

The angle ϕ corresponds to the rim angle (θ) of the concentrator and, to first order,
θ ≤ ϕ. Other studies [38] have shown that the cutoff at the critical angle is not always sharp
and depends on a number of factors.

Practical NA values for commercially available fibers are in the range 0.35 to 0.60
(ϕ = 20.5◦ to 36.9◦). When the correspondence between θ and ϕ is applied, this results in a
much “longer” solar concentrator than is typical for thermal applications (where θ ~ 45◦ or
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focal length to diameter ratio, f/D ~ 0.6 for most dish systems). The relationship between
rim angle and f/D for a parabola is given by:

tanθ = [8(f/D)]/[16(f/D)2 − 1] (2)

The resulting relationship between the rim angle of the concentrator and the NA of the
fiber is shown in Figure S2. The data point shown is the selected design NA based on the
availability and suitability of fused silica fibers. The higher NA of borosilicate fibers (~0.55)
means that those fibers could also be used without design changes as the required rim
angle is well within the critical angle at that NA. The selected design NA = 0.415 results in
a ϕ = θ = 24.5◦, and f/D = 1.15. A concentrator diameter of 0.6 m was chosen as a workable
size, resulting in 8 concentrators to deliver the required power. At this diameter, the focal
length was f = 0.69 m.

Each of the concentrators was machined to the parabolic contour by CNC from a
square, thin block of aluminum and subsequently polished. The underside of the block was
also light weighted. A 3M (Saint Paul, MN, USA) SMF1100 (3M 2012) film was used for the
reflective surface. The film was applied by mounting a section onto the square aperture of
the aluminum block. While applying heat to the block, a vacuum was applied to slowly
pull the film onto the parabolic surface. The film stretches, but at this f/D does not exceed
the maximum elongation at yield. A trial-and-error approach resulted in an acceptable
conformation of the film to the aluminum substrate with a minimum of bubbles. This
approach does not represent a viable longer-term method for applying this film; however,
it did result in a good optical surface quality for this project.

2.2. Turning Mirrors

As shown in Figure 2, the overall design was simplified by using a flat turning mirror
in front of the nominal focal point. This redirects the concentrated beam back down the
optical axis and significantly shortens the length of fiber optic cable needed. The turning
mirror size and position were determined so that essentially 100% of the reflected sunlight
was captured, blockage of the incoming beam was minimized, and peak and average
flux were sufficiently low to allow for passive cooling of the mirror surface. The values
chosen for the turning mirror are: location 0.85f from the vertex and diameter of 11.5 cm
(these mirrors were supplied by Flabeg Technical US Glass; Naugatuck, CT, USA). This size
mirror blocks only about 4% of the incoming sunlight and allows for a shaded area around
the vertex to conveniently mount homogenizing rod support hardware, measurement
equipment and finally, fiber optic mounting.

The restriction to longer f/D and other design choices impact the achievable image
size at the focal point of the concentrator. To predict the image size, SolTrace [39], a Monte
Carlo ray-tracing code developed specifically for solar concentrator analysis, was used.
While this code is very versatile, it is not capable of easily modeling complex refractive
systems such as a fiber bundle. Nonetheless, the nominal component geometry (Table S2)
to just beyond the exit of the homogenizing rod was used in the concentrator analysis.

A simulation using 500,000 rays generated performance estimates. A concentrator
diameter of 0.6 m will have a maximum of 283 W incident on its reflective surface at a
direct irradiance of 1000 W/m2. When blockage by the turning mirror and its support
arm (0.06 m wide) and surface reflectance are considered, the concentrator will deliver
252 W to the turning mirror plane. The turning mirror intercepts 0.999 of that power and
reflects 240 W to the plane at the homogenizing rod entrance (redirected focal point). For
the selected rod diameter (13.5 mm), about 0.89 of that power will be intercepted. For the
values in Table S2, the average flux over the rod diameter was ~1500 kW/m2 with a peak
of ~5700 kW/m2. This is a very significant peak flux and was a driving factor to select a
homogenizing rod in the design.
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2.3. Homogenizing Rod

A cylindrical quartz rod was employed to serve as a homogenizer specifically to
reduce the peak flux on the fiber bundle surface and to move the bundle attachment
location to the back of the concentrator surface. Based on initial analysis of performance, a
rod diameter of 13.5 mm with a length of 61 cm was chosen. During testing, a variety of
rod diameters was used based on the selected fiber optic bundle. These rods were obtained
from United Silica Products (Franklin, NJ, USA) with fire polished ends. This resulted in
somewhat rounded edges and, in some cases, the rods were further polished to reduce
the impact of this. The rods were mounted in an aluminum tube with 3-point support at
each end. The supports were adjustable to provide for accurate positioning and alignment
within the tube and provide an air gap between the tube and rod. The tubes were fixed
to the concentrator using a flange that allowed the rods to be positioned along the optical
axis. The flange also provided support for the fiber optic bundle in a similar way, allowing
for direct contact between the bundle and the rod. The completed assembly on sun during
the test phase of the project is shown in Figure 2.

Modeling showed that the reduction in peak flux was significant. At the exit of the rod,
the average was ~1400 kW/m2 with a peak of ~2600 kW/m2. The average flux decrease
was due primarily to Fresnel loss while the peak reduction was from homogenization.
Losses through Fresnel reflection and additional small transmittance loss result in 195 W
delivered to a fiber bundle surface of the same 13.5 mm diameter as the rod. This represents
an overall efficiency to that point of 0.69. The predicted flux distribution at the entrance
and exit of the homogenizing rod is shown in Figure 4. The size of the rod is superimposed
in white to show the relative area of the beam that is intercepted. A selected number of
rays reflected from the turning mirror are traced through the homogenizing rod, which is
shown in 2-dimensions in Figure 5. Refraction at the entrance, total internal reflection (TIR)
through the rod and refraction at the exit are shown.
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2.4. Optical Fibers

Clad fibers suitable for this application are available in plastic, fused silica or borosil-
icate glass. Bundles of fibers are needed in order to meet the nominal size requirements
(~13 mm image diameter). Other requirements are high broadband transmittance over
the few meters for this application, low cost, large core diameter (~1 mm), adequate flex-
ibility and sufficiently high NA. The tradeoff between performance and cost is a major
consideration as these two factors are inversely proportional. First, plastic fibers were
eliminated from consideration due to their high losses, particularly in the ultraviolet and
infrared. Fused silica fibers meet all the requirements except low cost. Borosilicate fibers
are low cost but have very small diameter and have higher transmission losses than fused
silica fibers. Even when the large number of fibers required for a bundle was considered,
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borosilicate fibers have a very large cost advantage. Both options were pursued initially;
however, it was clear that a borosilicate bundle was the most likely viable option from a
cost perspective at this time.
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With multiple fiber bundles, there are a few options for engineering those fibers
into a manageable package. In previous work [40], the sides of fibers were polished to
allow hexagonal packing of the fused silica fibers. Arnaoutakis [41] explored various
coupling options for mating large, hyperbolic-profiled secondaries to single optical fibers.
Nakamura [33] machined a single, multi-element optic to mate with 56 individual fibers.
These three approaches allow the separation of the individual fibers at the inlet end with
simple mechanical containment at the outlet end. However, each of these also requires
highly accurate forming, machining, coating and/or polishing to achieve good performance.
All that would very likely contribute to significant increases in cost. Another option is
to either mechanically hold the fibers at the inlet end or fuse them. Both mechanical and
fused approaches were evaluated.

The appreciable packing loss for circular fibers (optimal packing of circles within a
circle approaches 0.85 for a large number of inner circles) causes several potential problems.
Any open area is a light trap for highly concentrated radiation and may result in overheating
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at the concentrations required to minimize the area of fiber optics required. It would also
be difficult to hold the fibers in place to maintain a polished front surface. One alternative
tested was a fiber bundle (15.9 mm overall diameter) with the fibers (50 cm long, 50 µm
diameter borosilicate fibers) bonded using a high temperature epoxy and contained in a
stainless-steel ferrule at both ends, provided by Gulf Fiberoptics (Oldsmark, FL, USA).
While initial testing at low flux levels was encouraging, this assembly failed quickly at full
power with obvious melting of the fibers. This option was then abandoned.

The other option is to fuse the fibers at one or both ends of the bundle. A commercial
product of this type is available from CeramOptec (East Longmeadow, MA, USA) in
their PowerLightGuide line. In this case, the largest NA available was 0.37 which was
lower than the NA of the concentrator (0.415). The largest bundle diameter available was
12 mm. A 4 m-long bundle with 3600 185 µm-diameter, pure fused silica core fibers with
a 200 µm-outer diameter, fluorine-doped, fused-silica cladding was used. Two vendors
of fused borosilicate bundles (CT Fiberoptics; Somers, CT, USA and Acrolite; Elbridge,
NY, USA) were able to enhance their production capability to produce fused bundles of
sufficient diameter for this application.

2.5. Solar Receiver

A 316SS solar thermal receiver is designed to collect 4–8 people’s (roughly 0.2–0.4 kg
feces) [42] waste each day and to be heated using concentrated sunlight from the fiber optic
bundles. The outer surface of the receiver was painted with flat black solar absorbing paint
(Tempil® Pyromark® 2500; Elyria, OH, USA), which has high absorbance for solar spectrum
wavelengths [43]. The receiver had an inside radius of 4.78 cm with a wall thickness of
0.31 cm. It was 22.9 cm tall. The height of feces studied in the experiment was 15.4 cm.

3. Results and Discussion

Initial testing was performed using a single concentrator. Measurements included flux
distribution at the redirected focal point (rod entrance), power at the rod exit and power at
the exit of the selected fiber bundle. In addition, the tracking performance of the system
was evaluated. Each of these is discussed in the following sections.

3.1. Measured Flux Distribution and Tracking Performance

The flux distribution at the redirected focal point (plane of the rod entrance) was
measured using a frosted (Lambertian) quartz plate as a transmitting target. A camera
(Coherent LaserCam HR) was mounted at the back of the concentrator focused on the plate.
After scaling with a calibrated target, the quartz plate was mounted and the tracker (Array
Technologies Duratrack DA) was set to automatically follow the sun. As instrumentation
to measure power at that location was unavailable, the acquired images (acquired and
processed through Coherent’s BeamViewUSB 4.6.3 software) could not be scaled to absolute
power and flux values. One measured flux distribution with 96.5% of the total power
within the 13.5 mm aperture is shown in Figure S3. The predicted flux distribution is
shown also for comparison. Both distributions use the same linear dimension and color
scale but, as mentioned previously, the absolute flux scales cannot be compared. From
this measurement and comparison to prediction, it was concluded that the size of the flux
distribution was accurately predicted and that the concentrator optical errors were quite
low. The Array Technologies tracking and drive system uses a simple, closed-loop, shadow-
type sun sensor. The sensor shadowing block and the control electronics were modified to
improve tracking ability. The same measurement system as above was used to evaluate
the tracking performance. The tracking performance over a 2-min period, 1 h before solar
noon, near the spring equinox, at latitude 40◦ N is shown in Figure 6. The centroid of the
focused image is displayed at the 2 s interval of image acquisition. Four azimuth updates
and two elevation updates can be clearly distinguished. Gridlines are spaced at 1 mm with
a 13.5 mm diameter circle shown representing the nominal rod/target size. These updates
represent a maximum tracking error of ~±1.5 mrad at this time of day.
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3.2. Power Measurements

After initial testing of the original concentrator, a program was undertaken to fabricate
seven more concentrators for use in the eight-concentrator system prototype. Once com-
pleted, 3M film was applied, and the concentrators were mounted to the tracking structure
(see Figure 2) and aligned. Performance was then measured for each of these units with
quartz rods installed. Power at the exit of either the quartz rod or a fiber optic bundle was
measured with a Coherent PM150-50 (Santa Clara, CA, USA), an air-cooled thermopile
sensor with an active area diameter of 50 mm. This device can continuously measure up
to 150 W and up to an intermittent level of 300 W (for periods <5 min). A Kipp & Zonen
(Delft, The Netherlands) CHP 1 pyrheliometer was mounted to the tracking platform to
measure direct normal irradiance during all tests.

Each of the concentrators was characterized with power measurements at the exit
of the quartz homogenizing rod. Rods with 12 mm diameters (slightly less than the
bundle diameter to minimize the amount of stray light directly illuminating the area
outside the active bundle) were used. The measured power was scaled (normalized) to
1000 W/m2 using the measured DNI. These tests were conducted on clear days with
DNI generally in the range of 900–1000 W/m2. Prior to each test, the concentrators were
cleaned using distilled water and lightly rubbed with a microfiber cloth. The results of
power measurement tests for each of the concentrators (Original, 1-4E, 1-4W) are shown in
Figure 7. The average normalized power, 156 ± 5 W, is for the eight concentrators used on
the prototype. The average efficiency, 0.55 ± 0.02, is for those same eight concentrators and
is defined by the measured power at the rod end (156 W) divided by the power incident
on the full concentrator area (i.e., including blockage), i.e., 283 W. When compared to the
model, the average power corresponds to a roughly 2 mrad slope error on the concentrator,
representing a very good optical surface. The impact of varying slope error on the power
available at the fiber bundle entrance is shown in Figure S4.
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After testing a number of bundle options, eight borosilicate fiber bundles (4 m length
bundles at a fused area diameter of 12.5 mm, fused at both ends) were purchased from
Acrolite (Elbridge, NY, USA) for use on the prototype. At the time, they were able to quickly
modify their fusing production process to provide 4 m length bundles at a maximum
diameter of 12.5 mm. The fused ends were bonded to a stainless-steel ferrule and the
length was encased in a protective tube. Figure S5 is a photograph of one end of a selected
bundle both before and after testing. Cracks in the surface after initial testing are obvious
but appeared to have only a small impact on performance. These bundles were extremely
flexible, allowing them to be routed to the stationary reactor without compromising the
wide azimuthal tracking requirement. Each of the Acrolite fiber bundles (A1–A8) was
connected to the concentrator by securing them in the rod support flange and in contact
with the rod. Although each end of a bundle was nominally identical, the A end was
generally used at the concentrator and power was measured at the loose, B end. The
normalized power and efficiency for each of the bundles are shown in Figure S6. Delivered
power at the exit of each 12 mm-diameter bundle, is 80 W on average, or 70 W/cm2

(700 suns). The bundle efficiency is the ratio of normalized power at each bundle divided
by the normalized power at the rod, i.e., 80 W/156 W = 0.51 bundle efficiency. This should
represent the net transmittance of the bundle.

Although there were some failures (A2 and A6) after initial testing, the remaining
bundles performed reasonably well. With all eight fiber bundles connected, this system
could then deliver over 600 W to the receiver on a typical sunny day. The first four bundles
were positioned at a height of 6.35 cm from the base of the receiver at 90◦ angles around the
vertical centerline. The second four bundles were arbitrarily placed at 6.35 cm above the
lower bundles. Bundles were held in place 0.64 cm from the outer surface of the receiver.

Given the available instrumentation and diagnostics, it was not possible to separate the
various loss mechanisms in the bundle (Fresnel reflectance, fraction of broken fibers, fiber
core/clad area, light leakage, attenuation loss, etc.). For borosilicate fiber, a solar weighted
attenuation loss of 0.5 dB/m is a reasonable estimate. At that value, the transmittance over
a length of 4 m will be ~0.63 (τ = 10 − (A * L/10), where A = loss in dB/m and L= length
in m). This represents the bulk of the loss and is not far from the overall average (all tests
excluding failures) of 0.52 ± 0.03. The other result was a degradation of ~10% after initial
on-sun testing. The overall efficiency (average delivered bundle power divided by solar
intercepted by the concentrator, including blockage) was 28% (0.55 × 0.51). While this
was less than the originally estimated 43%, it is clear that many of the initial estimates in
Table S1 were somewhat optimistic, particularly the fraction of power intercepted by the
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homogenizing rod (smaller rod for selected bundle) and fiber bundle transmittance (for
borosilicate fibers).

3.3. Experimental Data from an On-Sun Experiment and a Simple Model

Experiments were conducted over the course of several months. With minimal inter-
ruptions in data collection and clear skies for a near ideal sunlight condition, the direct
normal irradiance (DNI) was measured, on average, as 896 W/m2 for several hours, as can
be seen in Figure S7. The average power measured from each fiber optic bundle was found
to be 78.1 W, after being normalized to a standard DNI of 1000 W/m2.

Feces from four healthy adults, weighing 814 g in total, were collected in the receiver
occupying a volume of approximately 600 cm3. Temperatures were measured at several
key positions on the outside of the receiver, inside the waste, and at the exhaust of the
receiver, as shown in Figure 8. Temperature of the waste over time of irradiation varied
with height. At 2.54 cm from the receiver floor, the waste reached over 90 ◦C within 40 min
and stabilized there. At 14 cm from the reactor floor, the temperature of the waste rose to
over 90 ◦C in 10 min and reached over 210 ◦C within 90 min. This level of temperature is
effective for disinfection of the waste. Thermal disinfection of fecal-contaminated water is
achieved with inversely related time and temperature conditions, e.g., temperatures as low
as 55 ◦C for 10 h or 75 ◦C for roughly 10 min.
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A simplified simulation tool is presented in the Supplementary Materials (SM) that
incorporates key phenomena of the Sol-Char sanitation receiver such as heat transfer, light
flux distributions, variable solar irradiance, and feces pyrolysis reaction kinetics. The
effective thermal conductivity of the feces, kF, was approximated by an expression with
a “wet” and a “dry” coefficient that impacts the value depending on temperature and
conversion, respectively:

kF( T) = βF(kF0 − [kF0 − kC]U(α)) (3)
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where βF is a coefficient used to adjust the thermal conductivity of feces. The expression
for βF is dependent upon temperature T.

βF = βwet −
(

βwet − βdry

)
U
(
Tvap

)
(4)

When the waste reaches the temperature Tvap, the coefficient βF undergoes a step
change from βwet to βdry as the feces are first dried out and then further heated to pyrolysis
temperatures. The coefficient βF accounts for the presence of water in untreated human
feces, as well as for the unmeasurable effects in the experimental system, e.g., partial
oxidation of the feces that promotes heat transfer.

The feces contained in the Sol-Char reactor were modeled simply as a solid cylinder
cut into a one-quarter symmetrical section, shown in Figure S8, built and simulated using
COMSOLTM Multiphysics finite element software. Since the thickness of the stainless-steel
reactor wall is more than an order of magnitude smaller than the thickness of the feces
domain, and the thermal conductivity of steel is more than an order of magnitude greater
than that of feces, the steel wall was not modeled explicitly due to its negative impact on the
mesh quality. Instead, the steel wall was treated with a Very Thin Conductive Layer (VTCL)
boundary condition rather than a meshed domain. Temperature fields in the feces domain
were modeled by a transient conduction model with isotropic temperature-dependent
physical properties approximated by analytic functions for thermal conductivity (k), heat
capacity (Cp), and density (ρ), with nominal values listed in the SM. Reaction kinetics for
pyrolysis used the rate expression derived previously [44].

Details of the model development and simulation with coupled heat transfer and
kinetics are contained in the SM. After developing the model, the βwet and βdry coefficients
of the effective thermal conductivity, as defined by Equations (3) and (4), were optimized
to fit the experimental data obtained during solar thermal drying, using least squares
minimization. The coefficients βwet and βdry were the optimization parameters adjusted
to evaluate the sum squared error (SSE) between experimental temperatures and the
simulated temperatures, predicted by the model, until the SSE was minimized. The final
values of the coefficients of the effective thermal conductivity, βwet and βdry, are listed in
Table 1. The response of the effective thermal conductivity, kF(T), to both temperature
and extent of conversion is shown in a contour plot in Figure 9. A comparison of the
experimental and simulated temperature data in the Sol-Char sanitation prototype in
Figure 10 shows the close fit of the model predictions to observation. Probe 1 was located
approximately 25 mm from the receiver’s centerline and 150 mm from the bottom of the
receiver. Probe 2 was located approximately 25 mm from the receiver’s centerline and
40 mm from the bottom of the receiver.

Based on experiments conducted on-sun, this novel solar thermal disinfection process
can disinfect between 4 and 6 people’s waste in 30 min without the use of grid electricity,
chemical input, or added water. One can envision a process where the feces collected
during a 24-h period from dawn to dawn is disinfected using sunlight from dawn to dusk.
Two receivers are switched out in the morning. It is anticipated that since disinfection can
occur in 30 min that the process allows for compensation of cloudy days. Furthermore,
although not demonstrated here, it is anticipated that improved receiver insulation and
system design will allow for pyrolysis to char and that the char may be a suitable fertilizer
or burned for heating, thus reducing the use of vegetation and wood for this purpose.

Table 1. Value of the coefficients in the proposed expression for the thermal conductivity of human feces.

Coefficient Value Description

βwet 8.40 Wet coefficient in the effective thermal conductivity of human feces

βdry 5.88 Dry coefficient in the effective thermal conductivity of human feces
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Figure 10. Temperature trace at two points from experiment on July 3, 2014, and the predictions of
the optimized simulation.

Pyrolysis is an endothermic process of devolatilization of organic material, usually
coal or biomass, in the absence of air/oxygen into carbon-enriched products [45]. It is
anticipated that the fecal waste can be converted to char with longer times on sun, and
with improved insulation around the receiver. Human fecal chars have been shown to have
a higher heating value (HHV) comparable to that of cooking and heating fuels commonly
used throughout the world, such as wood charcoal or bituminous coal [46].
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4. Conclusions and Path Forward

This work demonstrates the feasibility of using concentrated sunlight to drive the
disinfection of human waste without electricity, chemicals, or water. A simple model
provides preliminary understanding of the process with a key consideration being the
effective thermal conductivity of the feces. The process is not optimized and the model
is very preliminary, thus allowing for substantial improvement with future research. It is
shown here that silica fibers have the most attractive performance in terms of attenuation
loss (as low as 0.2 dB/km or almost 3 orders of magnitude better than a borosilicate fiber).
This performance advantage represents essentially no transmittance loss over a 4 m length
compared to a transmission of 0.63 at 500 dB/km for borosilicate fiber. Future work should
focus on eliminating the use of fused bundles coupled with a homogenizing rod and instead,
use silica fibers coupled with an optical concept that allows sufficient solar concentration to
mate those optics with individual fibers. Such a design would increase the turning mirror
to fiber optical efficiency for transmitting concentrated sunlight since it would eliminate
the packing loss for circular fibers in the fused bundle. An improved model should include
accounting for feces non-uniformity in the receiver and the impact that this has on the
effective thermal conductivity, a key model parameter. Additional considerations include
the insulation surrounding the receiver, the positioning of the optical fiber bundles, and
time at temperature to produce char. The system is easily scaled-up by providing more
power using additional and/or larger parabolic concentrators and associated fiber optics.
The use of fiber optics to bring concentrated sunlight safely indoors provides a platform
technology that is particularly useful in regions of the world where electricity, water, and
chemicals are not readily available or are in short supply.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/su13094935/s1, Figure S1: The Sol-Char Sanitation Prototype. Noted in the photograph are the
(1) parabolic concentrators, (2) fiber optic bundles, (3) the squat plate toilet, and the (4) solar thermal
reactor, Figure S2: Concentrator–fiber relationship. The data point represents the design point chosen
for the system, Figure S3: Measured flux map at the redirected focal point (left). The predicted flux
map (right) is shown at the same linear scale and same relative color scale. The measured flux map
has not been scaled to intensity, Figure S4: Impact of concentrator slope error on power available at
the 12.5 mm diameter aperture of the fiber optic bundles. The red circle shows the approximate value
of slope error matching the average delivered power of the eight concentrators, Figure S5: Acrolite
bundle A4 (A end) showing 12.5 mm fused bundle and housing in the ferrule before on-sun testing
(left). The area between the bundle and ferrule is black glass. There are an unavoidable number of
broken fibers which can be seen as small black spots within the bundle. For comparison A4 (B end) is
shown after on-sun receiver testing, Figure S6: Bundle performance showing normalized power (left)
and efficiency or net transmittance (right), Figure S7: Experimental data from 3 July 2014, showing
the Direct Normal Irradiance (W/m2) over the experimental period, Figure S8: The geometry, in
inches, of the simulated feces in COMSOL (R) Multiphysics. The dimensions are listed in Table S3,
Figure S9: Variation of the kinetic parameters derived from the DAEM, (a) frequency factor, A_α,
and (b) activation energy, E_α, with extent of conversion, α, Figure S10: Function used in COMSOL
to describe the heat capacity of waste over a temperature range that includes vaporization and
pyrolysis. The area under the curve is equal to that of the sum of latent heat of vaporization and
endothermic heat of pyrolysis, Figure S11: Normalized flux distribution from images obtained for the
Sol-Char Sanitation prototype. The optical fiber was situated in front of an opaque quartz plate and a
camera behind the plate was used to capture the image. The normalized power exiting the fiber was
measured to be 78.1 W. The direct normal irradiance was also measured during the image capture
with a Kipp & Zonen CHP-1 normal incidence pyrheliometer, Figure S12: Integrated heat flux on
waste boundary from two optical fibers on the Sol-Char Sanitation prototype. This value matches
the power measured in experiment by a Coherent PM-150 UCB power meter, Table S1: Initial values
selected for solar concentrator sizing, Table S2: Optical and geometric inputs for concentrator analysis,
Table S3: Geometrical dimensions of the Sol-Char Sanitation prototype, Table S4: Thermophysical
properties used in the simulation, Development of the Simple COMSOL Model.
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